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Alycia Cameron Allilah Dykes

Mackenzie Johnson Acacia Pecor Logan Walsh

Casey Whaley Alyssa Ferris



Alycia Cameron
Parents: Jim and Denise Cameron

Escorted by: Parents and extended family

Comments: And just like that HERE WE ARE! Thanks to all the amazing girls I was able to meet

due to the sport we all love, I will miss you all so much. I would like to thank my parents, sisters,

nephews, cousins, grandparents, boyfriend, and everyone else who has supported me. To my Mom and

Dad for working so hard to make sure I was at every tournament no matter how hard it was. Whaley

thank you for making all four years so fun and for always staying late for me. Casi, thank you for

always believing in me and pushing me to be better.



Allilah Dykes
Parents: TC and Shannon Winland

Escorted by: Parents and siblings(Alannah, Jesse, and Jessika), nana and Papa(Mark and Charlene)

Comments: I’d like to start out by thanking my parents, grandparents, and siblings for the love and

support they’ve given me throughout the last 4 years of softball AND the previous years of softball

and baseball leading up to this moment. As the only slapper on the team, I definitely have my ups and

downs but I want to thank DC for the patience and coaching he’s given me. Softball has brought me

many friendships that I am extremely thankful for. And even though Casi and Jenny are always yellin’

at me, I like to take it as very constructive criticism! #19, signing off.



Mackenzie Johnson
Parents:Mike and Shelly Johnson

Escorted by: Parents and siblings (Jaden, Hayley, Michael, Davey, Laney Lou, and WayWay)

Comments: To my amazing parents, thanks for trying to make it to every game even with my siblings

crazy schedules, for always supporting me, putting up with me, and helping me through hard times.

Thank you to Casi and Jenny for coaching me, helping me, and keeping my head in the game. Thank

you to Laura and Becca for all they’ve done the past three years. And to my teammates, especially

Alycia and Logan for supporting me through my hard times and getting me to play this year. I don't

know what I would do without my support system. I love you all, and I'm gonna miss you all.



Acacia Pecor
Parents:Marty and Tiffany Pecor

Escorted by: Parents, Ruth, Bub, Jayden, and Jacob

Comments: First I’d like to thankmy biggest fans and supporters; myMom and Dad, andmy

Nana and Papa who have followedme everywhere for many years to watchme play and cheer me

on. Thank you to my sister (Jayden) andmy boyfriend (Jacob) for all your help and support!!! My

many coaches throughout the years; Casi and DC you have both made a huge impact!!! My

teammates past and present, a special thank you to LoganWalsh who will do whatever she can to

makeme laugh and get me out of my head when I am pitching. Number 24 signing out!



Logan Walsh
Parents: Audel (Spanky) and Jolene Walsh

Escorted by: Parents

Comments: These last four years have taught me a lot, patience being the biggest lesson, as well as

having to learn new perspectives on how people think. This game is about strategy and it takes hard

work and real determination, where sometimes you fail more than you succeed. I would like to thank

my parents for helping me with everything and for being my biggest supporters. As Well as my friends

who convinced me to play even when I didn't want to. I know that we butt heads a lot but I do thank

you guys for pushing me as much as you did. I love you all!



Casey Whaley
Parents:Matt and Jenny Whaley

Escorted by: Parents, sister (Avery), grandparents (Wade and Cindy Eddington and Mike and Karen

Whaley), boyfriend (Luke Schell)

Comments: First I would like to thank my family for coming to every game and bringing me snacks.

Next the girls for always being there and making great memories with them, whether that be with

inside jokes or just making fun of each other. One of my favorite memories is playing wiffle ball

games and the trash talk that comes with it. I would also like to thank Casi for putting up with me and

my mom when we argue. Big thanks to my Mom and Grandpa for making me into the player I am

today. Uhhh…. number 2 signing off.



Alyssa Ferris
Parents: Noel and Akaemi Nicole Ferris

Escorted by: Parents

Comments: Softball has been a significant part of my life for most of my life. I am still grateful that

my parents slightly pushed me into playing a sport that has given me an outlet that has kept me sane.

In addition, I am very thankful for some of the other things that my parents have given me, like food, a

roof over my head, or a collection of bad words to yell if I don’t catch a ball that’s pitched, thrown, or

hit me. I am beyond grateful for my parents, who love and support me, even if they don’t support my

belief that birds work for the government.


